To evaluate the performance of treeKO under controlled conditions we ran evolutionary simulations using the sequence YER147C as a seed (this is the only seed in the T12a phylome whose gene tree is fully congruent to the species tree). This sequence was made to evolve along the species tree using Rose (1). Mutation frequencies used were computed with TreePuzzle (2), assuming a 16 rate gamma distribution. For each position in the alignment we took the category and associated relative rate that contributed the most to the likelihood. The remaining parameters for the simulation were the ones described in (3).
Simulated sequences were then aligned and a tree was reconstructed using the same approach as the one used in the phylome (see main text). Thus each set of 1000 simulations constitutes a "simulated" phylome, to which alternative topologies can be evaluated as described in the main text. In all cases tested, the distances to the known species topology used to perform the simulations were lower than those to alternative topologies. Some examples are shown in supplementary table 2 (below).
Supplementary table legends:
Supplementary table 1.-Results for the t-test when comparing the distance distribution of the original T12a topology (5) and each one of the six alternative topologies that result from swapping pairs of branches of the post-whole genome duplication species.
Distance distributions were calculated under six different conditions as explained in the Simulations were run under four different conditions. Two of the conditions contained trees without duplications, they each had a different indel probability (0,0007 and 0,003) and in the second case the mutation frequency was multiplied by two. The two other simulated sets contained trees with duplications and were generated under the same indel probability and mutation frequency as the previous sets. Additionally, two sets of 1000 trees randomly selected from the phylome were also included to avoid any sample size effect in the comparison. Bold numbers represent distance distributions of alternative topologies that are not significantly different to the distribution of distances of each alternative topology to the original topology.
Supplementary figures legends:
Supplementary Phylome data 2 (1000 random trees) 0,956 0,216 indel probability: 0,003; mutation frequency x 2 indel probability: 0,003; mutation frequency x 2 Reconciliation (duplications) indel probability: 0,003; mutation frequency x 2 indel probability: 0,003; mutation frequency x 2 indel probability: 0,003; mutation frequency x 2 indel probability: 0,003; mutation frequency 
